
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a marketing / campaign analyst.
To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for marketing / campaign analyst

Collaborating with campaign teams to develop clear business and
measurement objectives and work collaboratively with internal creative,
account and search advertising staff to optimize campaign results
Designing and performing online campaign and conversion analyses,
interpret results and develop recommendations for clients and internal team
members
Establishing opportunities to optimize new and existing digital initiatives
Managing design of campaign testing and testing strategies
Manage end to end campaign execution for channels
Campaign Results Analysis (10%) Support ad hoc campaign performance
analyses with Marketing team
Collects data to measure & analyze return-on-investment across several key
marketing and business initiatives (e.g., Direct Mail, E-mail, etc)
Provide recommendations on analytical methodologies and frameworks to be
utilized for various analytical projects
Work with Strategy team in the development of a testing agenda to optimize
channels for maximum performance, leveraging iterative testing and data
analysis
Design and build automated reports and dashboards to drive awareness and
familiarity of key metrics

Qualifications for marketing / campaign analyst

Example of Marketing / Campaign Analyst Job
Description
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Ensuring the integrity of analyses through rigorous attention to detail and the
validation of data, including the adherence to all regulatory, privacy,
compliance, and security procedures
Understanding the specific and tangible benefits on how the analytic efforts
support the business line and being able to fully understand business
objectives and the underlying drivers
Meeting and maintaining close communication with business partners and
stakeholders to understand their requests and translate them into
deliverables, providing updates on projects, and answering client queries
Preparing and delivering thoughtful and impactful presentations to business
partners
Degree (preferably in Statistics, Economics, Math, or a Quant field) / B
3+ years of experience with SQL and SAS (including critical statistical
procedures)


